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1100 Mohawk (George Fred Keck, 1929)
This dark brick house is similar in massing to 915 Seneca. It is based
on traditional Medieval English sources with its simple brick walls.
The only ornamentation is the horizontal brick belt course between
the first and second floors and the diamond paned windows. The
garage was expanded towards the road. 

1118 Mohawk (W. T. Brown & L. C. Jones, 1936)
This brick Tudor Revival house is massed under a side gable roof.
The two prominent cross gables are connected by a clapboarded win-
dow dormer. 

1125 Mohawk (Ralph Stoezel, 1928)
This Colonial Revival house was designed for Henry Drucker, partner
in the law firm of Urion, Drucker, Reichmann & Boutell. It was
Drucker who conceived of Indian Hill Estates. Drucker’s wife, Mary,
chose Native American names for the street names. The large property
originally included three lots to the south. The graceful, expansive
house is based on Colonial precedent with its side-facing roof, sym-
metrical arrangement of windows and front door, and white clap-
boards. The front of the house faces north, away from the road. 

1155 Mohawk (Clifford Shoppell, 1928)
This refined Renaissance Revival house is symmetrically massed with
a hipped roof and red brick walls. Elegant stone ornamentation is
found around the central entrance, in the arches above the first floor
windows and in the belt course above the second floor windows. 

1156 Mohawk (H. Ring Clauson, 1937)
This red brick Classical Revival is massed under a hipped roof with a
symmetrical arrangement of windows and center door. The refined
Classical details include the entry’s broken pediment and pilasters, the
keystones above each window and the dentil work in the entablature. 
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2743 Illinois (Anderson & Tichnor, 1928)
This imposing Tudor Revival stone house is organized under a steeply
pitched red tile hipped roof. There are several smaller projecting
gables and numerous window dormers. The lannon stone walls give
way to a half-timbered gable. Note the refined stone ornamentation
around the entrance and the pair of arched windows to the right. The
massive roof is interrupted by two towering stone chimneys. The first
owner was F. G. Becker, Vice President of Container Corporation of
America. 

2819 Iroquois (George Fred Keck, 1929)
This Tudor Revival house features stone and brick walls under a
steeply pitched side gable roof. The front is dominated by a stone
chimney and cross gable that contains the arched entry. 

2801 Iroquois (Harry Weese, 1954; Ben Weese, 1963)
The architects designed this house for their sister’s family. This exqui-
site Modern home features simple, cubic massing with a flat roof and
a carport. A contrast is set up between the basic horizontality of the
house and the verticality of the board and batten siding and the white
slatted window screens. 

1000 Mohawk (George Fred Keck, 1930)
This is the only Spanish Revival house that Keck designed in Indian
Hill Estates. The simple, white-brick structure with its low-pitched
hipped roof of red tiles has few decorative elements. The asymmetri-
cal and arched entry is recessed under a limestone arch. Directly
above is a pair of arched windows divided by a spiral column. 

1044 Mohawk (B. R. Klekamp, 1937)
This elegant French Eclectic house is massed under a steeply pitched
hipped roof. The buff colored brick walls are symmetrically arranged
with a center door flanked by three windows. The entry is recessed
under a flattened stone arch. On the second floor above the entry is an
oriel window with diamond paned glass. The Indian Hill Estates sub-
division was begun in 1926, shortly after the Village of Wilmette
annexed 1500 acres of land west of Illinois Road. While Chicago real 

The Indian Hill Estates subdivision was begun in 1926, shortly after
the Village of Wilmette annexed 1500 acres of land west of Illinois
Road. While Chicago real estate attorney Henry Drucker originated
the idea of the subdivision and was probably the chief financial
backer, it was Bills Realty who developed the project. The three Bills
brothers controlled every facet of development to assure harmonious
architectural and landscaping standards. They planned the 122-acre
subdivision, built its infrastructure, hired architects, built speculative
houses, promoted sales and offered mortgage financing. Each brother
also built a home and lived in the subdivision. The original 1926 sec-
tion is bounded by Lake Avenue, Illinois Road, and Romona Road.
Development of the section east of Illinois Road began in 1928.

The prestigious name of the area was borrowed from the adjacent
Indian Hill Club. Conceived of as an upscale residential neighbor-
hood, the site plan was laid out by architect Philip Maher. It featured
curving streets with expansive lawns lined with stately old oak trees
and new elm trees. Each lot had a 50’ setback. The park-like setting
for substantial homes was enhanced by ornamental street lamps, stone
entrance lamp posts and underground utilities. Basic standards man-
dated substantial two-story houses with attached garages and slate
roofs. The interiors were equipped with hardwood floors, tile bath-
rooms and the most up-to-date utilities. In order to promote sales in
the new subdivision, Bills Realty hired six architects and built a num-
ber of speculative houses which were based on traditional architectur-
al styles. 

Introduction
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Many architects designed homes in the subdivision.  The following
list highlights a few of those designers.

Philip B. Maher (1894-1981)
Maher designed the site plan for Indian Hill Estates.  He was the son
of Prairie Style architect, George W. Maher. Philip was born in
Kenilworth, studied under his father, then at the University of
Michigan. After serving in World War I, he went into practice with his
father, and in 1926 Philip established his own firm in Chicago. He
designed a number of residences and several club houses on the North
Shore. Maher is best known for a number of elegant Art Deco build-
ings in Chicago that successfully join elements from classical and
contemporary design. 

George Fred Keck (1895-1980)
George Fred Keck is a significant Chicago-area Modernist architect
whose residential work incorporated technical innovations and new
materials. Keck went into private practice in 1926, which coincided
with his involvement in the early stages of Indian Hill Estates’ devel-
opment. His participation assured a high quality of design for the sub-
division and provided the architect with an opportunity to work out
new ideas. Closely associated with Bills Realty between 1926-36,
Keck provided drawings for several homes used to promote the subdi-
vision and designs for 27 residences which were constructed. Keck
was assisted by his younger brother William (1908-95) who joined his
practice in 1931. Many of Keck’s houses are based on traditional
architectural styles, such as English Tudor, Spanish Revival, and
American Colonial, which reflect Keck’s familiarity with historic
precedent and his willingness to accommodate clients. Keck’s interest
in contemporary European architecture and his evolution as an idio-
syncratic Modernist designer is also reflected in his Indian Hill
Estates works. The evolution of Keck’s design can be traced within
the subdivision from traditionally based works to a fully developed
Modernist vocabulary. 

Architects 1051 Romona (Ralph Stoezel, 1928)
This Colonial Revival was built for Ernest Reichman, partner in the
law firm of Urion, Drucker, Reichmann & Boutell. It is possible that
Reichmann, along with Drucker and Union, were financial investors
of Indian Hill Estates. Interestingly, Stoezel was used by both
Reichmann and Drucker and was not one of the Bills Brothers’ archi-
tects. The lawyers also used other contractors. While the original brick
and clapboarded house is intact, there have been several alterations. 

1100 Romona (Karl Klari Rabig, 1931)
This expansive Norman Revival house is massed under a steeply
pitched gable roof with several projecting cross gables. It features
dark red brick, half-timbering, elegant stone work, two bold chimneys
and battlements on a side wing porch. 

1133 Romona (Houlihan, Hauser & Macks for builder C.A. Hemphill,
1928)
This Colonial Revival house has deep red brick walls and is symmet-
rically organized under a side gable roof. The center entry is flanked
by pairs of multi-paned windows. The central entry wing is not origi-
nal. The garage wing echoes the side roof gable and is recessed
behind the main wing. 

1140 Romona (George Fred Keck, 1931)
Keck reduced the mass to a few geometric forms: the main rectangle,
the smaller octagon and the steeply pitched hipped roof. While the
roof ends at the wall plane, the second story windows push through
the roof edge. 

1163 Romona (Jerome Robert Cerny, 1938)
This handsome Tudor Revival house is massed under a side roof gable
with two large front-facing gables dominating the facade. The walls
are stone with half-timbering. The original windows have been
replaced. 



Another Bills Realty project was the Miralago Ballroom in No Man’s
Land, which Keck designed in 1929. The architect is best known for
two houses designed for the 1933-34 Century of Progress: “The
House of Tomorrow” and “A Crystal House”. The Kecks also experi-
mented with passive solar energy for houses beginning in 1940, pro-
ducing some 300 solar energy houses in all. 

Byron H. Jillson
Jillson designed some of the earliest houses in Indian Hill Estates and
undoubtedly worked for Bills Realty on a contractual basis.  He had
been the corporate architect for Swift & Company, meat packers,
between 1908 and 1922.  By 1924, Jillson was in private practice.  He
designed four houses in Indian Hill Estates: 946 Locust, 933 Locust,
1130 Locust and 1006 Seneca. 

Howard Bowen
Bowen designed four early houses in Indian Hill Estates.  Three of
them were built in conjunction with builder George Gonsalves, rather
than Bills Realty: 930 Seneca, 1140 Seneca and 1148 Seneca. Bowen
also designed 2815 Blackhawk, but not with Gonsalves. 

F. Barry Byrne (1883-1967)
Byrne worked for Frank Lloyd Wright in Oak Park between 1902-
1909, then briefly for Walter Burley Griffin.  After World War I,
Byrne returned to Chicago where he opened his own practice. He
moved away from the Prairie School vocabulary, creating his own dis-
tinctive style. Byrne received numerous commissions for schools and
churches from the Catholic Church, including Saint Francis Xavier
School on Linden Avenue in Wilmette. He designed St. Francis
between 1916-1923,  with sculptural collaboration by Alfonso Ianelli.
Byrne also designed a number of residences, including two 1929
houses in Indian Hill Estates: 2710 Iroquois Road and 1027 Locust
Road. He lived in the Locust Road house with his artist wife, Annette
Cremin, between 1929-1932. Because of the scarcity of building dur-
ing the Depression, the Byrnes were forced to leave this house in
1932. 

2843 Blackhawk (H. Ring Clauson, 1936)
This handsome Tudor Revival is massed under the side gable roof
with two projecting cross gables. The brick walls and half-timbering
enrich the design. At the cornice line, note the top three courses of
brickwork forming dentils. 

2844 Blackhawk (Ernest Blaucher, 1933)
This substantial Norman Revival house was designed during the
depths of the Depression. The two stone wings join together at the
central entry tower which is topped by a conical roof. Note the deco-
rative curves of the verge board. 

939 Romona (George Fred Keck, 1928)
This Tudor Revival features decorative half-timbering on the second
floor. The first floor’s dark red brick extends to the sill of the second
floor windows. Alterations have been made to the porch and garage. 

953 Romona (George Fred Keck, 1930)
Based on English Medieval precedent, this house sits beneath a
steeply pitched side gable roof with a projecting cross gable. The first-
story is brick and second is shingles. The massing and plan of this
house is similar to 915 Shabona. Changes include the bay window and
a rear addition. 

1021 Romona (R. H. Houlihan for builder C.A. Hemphill, 1931)
This Tudor Revival is massed under a steeply pitched hipped roof
with a secondary cross gable. Note the stone and half-timbered walls,
and the timbered porte cochere. 

1034 Romona (George Fred Keck, 1930)
The French Eclectic house has a simple white brick mass under a
steeply pitched hipped roof. The projecting decorative entry features
stone quoins and is topped by a decorative stone crest. The three
dormered windows of the second floor project through the roof line.
The garage was expanded towards the road. 



Mayo & Mayo
Ernest A. Mayo was born and educated in England. He lived in
Evanston between 1893 until his death in 1946. His son, Peter, was
also an architect and they practiced together as Mayo & Mayo. They
were popular North Shore residential architects best known for
English-derivative designs, particularly Tudor. The firm designed two
houses in Indian Hill Estates: 1041 Locust and 1028 Seneca.

Spencer S. Beman (1887-1952)
Spencer S. Beman was the son of Chicago architect, Solon S. Beman,
whose career included the Village of Pullman and numerous Christian
Science churches. The younger Beman attended Oxford University in
England before he settled in Chicago as an architect. He designed
about 100 churches and many North Shore residences, borrowing
heavily from traditional English styles including Georgian, Tudor, and
Jacobean. 

R. F. Houlihan
Houlihan designed numerous houses during the 1920s and 1930s for
the developer C. A. Hemphill. Most of the Hemphill houses are based
on traditional architectural styles, with lannon stone facades and metal
windows. 

Ring Clauson
Ring Clauson grew up in Evanston. His work was influenced by the
restoration of Williamsburg, Virginia; he remodeled many houses and
specialized in the Colonial Revival style. 

Lloyd Morgan Yost (1908-1992)
Yost graduated from Northwestern, then architecture school at Ohio
State University. In addition to his active practice, Yost also taught at
the University of Illinois. He received several awards for residences
built after World War II that were influenced by Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Usonian house. 
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2806 Blackhawk (George Fred Keck , 1931)
This Classical Revival house sits sideways to the street and features
red brick walls, sashed windows with multiple panes, shutters, and a
handsome chimney. 

2815 Blackhawk (Howard Bowen , 1928)
This Classical Revival house sits under a side gable roof with a sym-
metrical arrangement of center door and windows. Classical details
include the entry that is flanked by pilasters and topped by a broken
pediment as well as the fan light window in the attic. 

2812 Blackhawk (George Fred Keck , 1928)
Derived from a traditional Cape Cod design, this clapboarded house is
massed under a side gable roof with a smaller projecting cross gable,
a center entry and second-story dormers under a side gable roof. 

915 Shabona (George Fred Keck, 1930)
This picturesque white brick structure is based on traditional English
sources. Organized under a side gable roof, the front facade features a
strong cross gable which is echoed by the smaller entry gable. The
narrow multi-paned windows are arranged in horizontal groupings. 

2822 Blackhawk (George Fred Keck, 1929)
Loosely based on English Medieval precedent, this charming house
features a steeply pitched side gable roof with a large cross gable pro-
jecting onto the front facade. The simple brick walls have no applied
ornamentation 

2831 Blackhawk (George Fred Keck, 1929)
This Tudor Revival is loosely based on Medieval precedent. The front
is dominated by the large cross gable with a smaller gable containing
the recessed arched entry. The simple brick walls have no ornamenta-
tion. 



2734 Blackhawk (George Fred Keck, 1931)
This red brick Colonial Revival house is dominated by a cross gable
that projects onto the front facade. Note the segmental arch found
over the entrance on the right as well as above the garage doors. 

2740 Blackhawk (T. E. Samuelson, 1937)
This elegant Art Deco house has a simple white brick exterior. The
abbreviated hipped roof is contained within the mass of the house.
Note the Greek Key motif on the front entry porch. 

2744 Blackhawk (F. M. Holcomb, 1930)
This handsome Tudor Revival is massed under several intersecting
side gables. The roof is dark red tile and the walls are dark red brick
with half-timbering and a bit of stone. The flat roofed garage wing
provides an unusual second-story balcony. The eye-catching railing is
new. 

922 Seminole (George Fred Keck, 1928)
This Tudor Revival house was built for F. W. Bills, the President of
Bills Realty. The house is massed under the steeply pitched side gable
roof with the one story wing projecting forward under a cross gable
roof. Walls are brick with half-timbering. Of special note are the 12
brick pattern and the small diamond paned windows. The 1971 garage
addition on Blackhawk repeats the scale, materials and brick patterns.

Advertisement in Wilmette Life, April 12, 1929



To tour Indian Hill Estates, use the map on the back of this guide as a
suggested tour route. Begin at the corner of Iroquois and Locust and
head north on Locust.  The houses are listed by address, followed by
the architect’s name and date of construction.

2710 Iroquois and 1027 Locust (Barry Byrne, 1929)
This pair of houses is loosely based on Medieval English precedent.
The houses are massed under dramatically pitched roof gables with
simple, planar buff-colored brick walls. Note the groups of multi-
paned vertical windows, the massive chimneys, and the triangular
dormers. The architect lived for a few years in the Locust Road house,
which has a chevron motif repeated in the brickwork and the verge
board. The Iroquois Road house has an arched entry which is repeated
in a large window. These houses are real neighborhood treasures. 

1032 Locust (R. F. Houlihan for Hemphill Homes, 1941)
This French Eclectic has lannon stone walls, metal windows and a
hipped roof, and is one of many Hemphill homes built before and
after World War II. 

1041 Locust (Mayo & Mayo, 1927)
Marketed as the “Brittany” model, this brick and half-timbered house
is massed under a steeply pitched hipped roof with a wing protruding
forward. It features rounded arches with basketweave brickwork
above the entry and the first floor windows. Note the slate roof tiles
which diminish in size as the roof rises. The beautifully integrated
garage at the rear was added in the 1980s. 

Selected Homes 946 Locust (Byron Jillson, 1926)
This Tudor Revival had the first building permit in Indian Hill Estates
and was owned by Floyd B. Weakley, Secretary of Peoples Trust and
Savings Bank. The house was described in one brochure as “the true-
type Olde English - a homestead of substantial and quaint construc-
tion that will delight for three generations.” Its half-timbering, dark
brick, rustic stone chimney and sloping roof provide its “Indian Hill
quaintness.” A sensitive addition on the side and back of the house is
beautifully integrated into the original. 

933 Locust (Byron Jillson, 1926)
This red brick Classical Revival was described as the “Indian Hill
Rambler” in promotional material. It was owned by Thomas A.
Banning of Zander & Banning. The house is massed under a steeply
pitched side gable roof with a prominent cross gable. The slate roof
tiles get smaller in size as they rise to the peak. Of interest are the
recessed dormers in the second floor roof and the flattened arch over
the front door as well as on the garage wing. Changes to the house
include the large first floor windows and an addition above the
garage. 

2716 Blackhawk (George Fred Keck, 1936)
This seminal Modern house was Keck’s culminating work in Indian
Hill Estates. This abstracted cubic mass was constructed from a weld-
ed steel frame with light concrete floors and flat. At the center of the
white stucco front wall is the dramatic semicircular glass brick stair
tower. There have been several alterations and additions over the
years. 



1049 Locust (J. H. Mellstrom, 1936)
This Chateauesque Revival house is based on monumental 16th centu-
ry French chateau which combined Gothic and Renaissance elements.
The finely crafted stone facade features an entrance with an ogee-
arched door topped by a flat hood mold. The steeply pitched cross-
gable roof is topped by a pinnacle, and tall, decorative chimneys. The
garage wing contains fine half-timbering on the north side. The origi-
nal owner was A. T. Day. 

1105 Locust (George Fred Keck, 1935)
The two wings of this exemplary Norman Revival house join together
at an entry stair tower topped by its conical roof. The red brick and
stone house features decorative half-timbering. Note the exquisite her-
ringbone and basketweave brickwork above the garage. The first
owner of the house was Kaszab. 

1116 Locust (Philip A. Danielson, 1929)
This Spanish Revival house features a low pitched hipped roof with
brown tiles and lannon stone walls. Asymmetrically arranged, the
front entry is complemented by several arched windows and second-
story metal balconies. 

1130 Locust (Byron H. Jillson, 1927)
This house was listed as the “Tudor” model in the Bills Realty promo-
tional material. The steeply pitched hipped roof is interrupted by a
large cross gable as well as a smaller gable. The walls are brick and
half-timbered. The entry and prominent chimney are stone. Other spe-
cial features include the flattened arch over the garage and the slate
roof tiles which diminish in size towards the roof ridge.

1137 Locust (George Fred Keck, 1929)
This Norman Revival house was listed as the “Tower” model and was
built as the home of developer Benjamin Bills. The two wings are
joined at the central tower which is topped with a tall, conical roof.
Note the half-timbering, painted brick and the steeply sloped hipped
roof. The slate roof tiles grow smaller in size as they rise to the peak. 

2512 and 2522 Iroquois (Spitzer & Jacobson, 1927) 
This pair of Tudor Revival houses were marketed as “Indian Hill
Charmant and Indian Hill Cheri.” Massed under steeply pitched
hipped roofs, the houses feature dark brick ground floors topped by
half-timbering and stucco infill. The slate roof tiles diminish in size as
they rise. The houses were purchased by close friends, Raymond
Hollis of Hollis and Duncan and John H. Hoary of John H. Hoary &
Company. The houses originally shared a circular driveway. 

940 Seneca (George Fred Keck, 1929)
Built for developer H. W. Bills, this charming lannon stone house is
asymmetrically massed under a side gable roof with a protruding
cross gable that contains the front entry. Of special note is the fine
rear addition, visible on Iroquois, which maintains the material and
scale of the original. 

915 Seneca (George Fred Keck, 1927)
This was the first of 27 houses designed by Keck in Indian Hill
Estates. The simple, picturesque composition is based on traditional
English Medieval sources and has no applied ornamentation. Like
many of Keck’s houses, the brick walls were originally painted white.
The second floor windows on the north side push through the bottom
edge of the roof to continue the vertical plane of the wall. 

2604 Blackhawk (Joseph Bristol, 1928)
This Norman Revival house was marketed by Bills Realty as the
“Chateau” model. Massed under a hip roof, there is a one story cross
gable that projects forward. The two wings are joined at the circular
entry tower topped by a tall, conical roof. Two nice features are the
flat brick walls with decorative inset stones and the slope of the
garage roof line. 

2615 Blackhawk (Spencer Beman, 1928)
This handsome Tudor Revival house was listed as the “Gothic” model
by Bills Realty. The house is massed under a steeply pitched hipped
roof and features half timbering, dark red brick with stone quoins at
the corners. The slate roof tiles diminish in size as they rise. 



1154 Locust (Al Bacci, 1955)
This one-story white brick Greek Revival house is dominated by the
temple-like porch. The four fluted Doric columns support the entabla-
ture and triangular pediment. 

1148 Seneca (Howard Bowen, 1928)
This Colonial Revival stone house is symmetrically arranged under a
side gable roof. The center entrance is flanked by pairs of multi-
paned, sashed windows. The refined entry porch has four Ionic
columns. The second-floor windows rise to the entablature and above
that dentils are found at the cornice line. 

1140 Seneca (Howard Bowen, 1928)
This Tudor Revival house is massed with two strong cross gables and
hipped roof. The brick walls have been painted. Note the square stone
tower with flat roof and battlements. The stone entry is found recessed
under the tower. The strong vertical stone chimney intersects the left
gable. 

1133 Seneca (L. Morgan Yost, 1937)
This refined stone Colonial Revival sits under a side gable roof.
Symmetrically arranged, the first floor entrance is flanked by one
large window, while the second floor octagonal window is flanked by
two windows. The secondary garage wing repeats the side gable roof
and symmetry. The Classical details of entry include pilasters which
support a broken pediment. 

1130 Seneca (M. H. Beckman, 1941)
This red brick Classical Revival is symmetrically organized and sits
under a side-facing gable roof. The center door is flanked by pairs of
multi-paned windows. Classical ornament includes the fluted pilasters
at the entry, the second-floor Palladian window, and the dentils at the
cornice line. 

1106 Seneca (T. C. Bailles, 1937)
This white brick French Eclectic is symmetrically arranged under a
hipped roof. The center entrance, with its oversized stones, voussoirs
and key stone is the highlight of the facade. It is flanked by large
arched windows. The garage wing is housed in a secondary block to
the left. 

1101 Seneca (James Crabb, 1938)
This Tudor Revival is unusual because it is symmetrically arranged
and massed under a hipped roof with a secondary front roof gable.
The first floor is stone, while the second floor is half-timbering with
stucco infill. The recessed entry is under a flattened archway. The
smaller garage wing on the right has been enlarged. 

1046 Seneca (L. Morgan Yost, 1937)
This brick and stone Colonial Revival is housed under a side gable
roof with a secondary front gable roof. There are several other small
roof lines. Classical elements are found on the entry portico with pairs
of Doric columns supporting a triangular pediment. 

1035 Seneca (Mayo & Mayo, 1939)
This elegant Tudor Revival is organized under a steeply pitched side
gable roof with a dominant cross gable roof that contains the entry
with its sloping battered walls. The second floor features half-timber-
ing, dormered windows and a strong stone and brick chimney mass. 

1006 Seneca (Byron Jillson,1926)
This Classical Revival was the second house built in Indian Hill
Estates. Described as “the Colonial” model in promotional material,
this symmetrical house features a two-story portico with tall Ionic
columns and side porches with attached Doric columns. The center
entry is flanked by pairs of multi-paned windows. 


